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The AUTOSEAL® lid is designed to help prevent spills
from accidental tipping.
The AUTOSEAL® lid that came with your new Travel Mug
is designed to only fit your Travel Mug. Not for use with
other products.

1. Getting Started
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! WARNING:

Always rinse lid immediately after use. Rinse Drink Spout and vent
hole prior to putting lid in top rack of dishwasher:

1. Careful. The beverage you are about to enjoy
is very hot. For best results always use
caution.

Turn lid so underside is facing up and fill with hot
soapy water.

2. Always press the AUTOSEAL® button when
the Travel Mug is in the upright position prior
to lifting it to drink. This will release any built
up pressure. Release button to seal Travel Mug.

Tilt lid towards the Drink Spout while pressing the
button to allow the soapy water to run through it.

3. Keep out of reach of children when filled with
hot liquids.

Then tilt lid towards the button while pressing the
button so soapy water can run through the vent hole.

4. Prior to drinking, check to ensure the lid is
properly threaded to body and screwed down
100%. Button should be depressed to release
pressure each time the lid is screwed on.

Do this a few times for best results.

Clean Travel Mug body by hand after each use:

5. If filling with boiling liquids, allow liquid to
cool down for at least 3 minutes before
sealing with the lid.

Hand wash Travel Mug body with warm water and with
a mild cleaning detergent; Dry with a non-abrasive cloth.

6. Beverages brewed below boiling temperatures
can be poured directly into the Travel Mug
without waiting for liquids to cool down.
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8. Do not microwave and do not freeze.

Do not place the Travel Mug body in the dishwasher.
CHOOSE.

7. Avoid accidental depressing of the button by
keeping button free and clear from other
objects.

Store Travel Mug body with lid removed to allow parts to dry.
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Do not use bleach, chlorine, abrasives and/or
other harsh chemicals.

2. Using the Travel Mug
Rotate lid counterclockwise until you
hear a click and
lid falls into place.

Fill to just
below the
threading.
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Then rotate lid
clockwise to
tighten.

Release AUTOSEAL®
button to seal Travel
Mug.
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Press AUTOSEAL®
button with Travel Mug
in the upright position.
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1. Remove the Brewer Drip Tray and fill
Travel Mug with hot beverage. Do not fill
Travel Mug with more than 14 oz. of liquid.
Ideal for the large Travel Mug brew size
on your Keurig® K-Cup® Brewer.
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2. Place lid on top of Travel Mug. Apply
slight downward pressure and rotate
lid counter-clockwise until you hear
a click and lid falls into place. Then
rotate lid clockwise to tighten.
! Button should be depressed to release

Fill Travel Mug with ice and enjoy Brew
Over Ice beverages.

pressure each time the lid is screwed on.
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3. Always press the AUTOSEAL® button
when the Travel Mug is in the upright
position prior to lifting it to drink. This
will release any built up pressure.
Release button to seal Travel Mug.

3. Additional Cleaning Tips
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To clean the top of the lid:
Use a non-abrasive sponge or brush/swab to clean the Drink Spout in the open and
closed position.
Rinse while pressing button to allow the soapy water to rinse through the Drink Spout.
To clean the underside of the lid:
Drink
Spout

Clean the underside of the lid with a non-abrasive sponge or swish in hot, soapy water.
If desired, a small pipe cleaner style brush, small arts & crafts paint brush, or a cotton
swab can be used to clean the inside of the AUTOSEAL® mechanism. Turn the lid so the
underside is facing up and fi
fill with hot soapy water. Run a brush head or swab along the
following areas to ensure ccomplete cleaning:
Underside of the Drink Spout
Underneath and along both sides of the center plastic piece of the lid
Along the inner and outer walls of the threading

Rinse repeatedly while pres
pressing the button to allow soapy water to rinse through
the Drink Spout.
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